Ovulation mode modifies paternity monopolization in mammals
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mammalian ovulation has two modes: spontaneous, where a female’s ova are released without the need for copulation, and induced, where ovulation is stimulated by copulation (Conaway 1971). Spontaneous ovulators display a continuous cycling of reproductive hormones and ovulation, regardless of physical stimulation by a male. By contrast, induced ovulators do not show this constant cyclical ovulation, instead, the physical stimulation of coitus causes a cascade of hormones, culminating in ovulation and subsequent corpora lutea production (Bakker & Baum 2000). Induced ovulation has been demonstrated in several mammalian taxa, but not all species within these taxa are induced ovulators (Bakker & Baum 2000), suggesting that selective pressures may have differed for various species.

For induced ovulators, copulation triggers ovulation and therefore it is thought that the first male to copulate with a female will fertilize most of her ova (Lacey et al. 1997; Gomendio et al. 1998). By contrast, for spontaneous ovulators, the male who copulates with the female closest to the time of ovulation will sire most of her ova (Gomendio et al. 1998) but, as he cannot accurately predict the exact timing of ovulation, it is more likely that his ejaculate will undergo competition to fertilize her ova. Consequently, males of induced ovulators who copulate may be expected to sire a greater proportion of a litter than males of spontaneous ovulators.

The ability of male mammals to monopolize paternity has been linked to several factors including oestrous synchrony, family structure and male–female associations (Clutton-Brock & Isvaran 2006; Ostner et al. 2008; Cohas & Allainé 2009) but never, to my knowledge, to the mode of ovulation. To test this, I examined the effect of ovulation mode on two measures of paternity: the percentage of the litter sired by a single male (single paternity) and the percentage of offspring sired by the dominant male (sensu alpha paternity; Ostner et al. 2008) in group living species. Using genetic data from published sources, I carried a phylogenetically corrected cross-species comparison to investigate whether ovulation mode alters the degree of single and alpha paternity.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

To quantify paternity monopolization, I selected studies in which individual paternity had been identified. Studies detecting the presence of multiple paternity through additional paternal alleles were excluded. Single paternity was the average percentage of offspring sired by the male with the most paternity within a litter. Alpha paternity was the percentage of all paternities acquired by the dominant male within a social group. If only one male was present, he was assumed to be dominant. Data on all variables were collated from published sources and from the same population where possible (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix A).

To analyse the influence of ovulation mode (spontaneous, included) on single paternity, I included as a covariate the percentage of litters sired by multiple males (multiple paternity). Single paternity and multiple paternity are negatively correlated ($r = -0.86$); adding multiple paternity is a short-hand method for attempting to control for a variety of other factors associated with paternity patterns (e.g. male intrasexual competition) that could be associated with ovulation mode. Only multiple paternity rates >0% were included. Also included in the model were length of mating season (months) and litter size as variables that potentially affect the ability of males to acquire single paternity. For group-living species, association patterns between males and females affect alpha paternity (continuously associated (CA); intermittently associated (IA) sensu Clutton-Brock & Isvaran 2006). To control for this, I included the male–female association pattern along with ovulation mode as variables in the alpha paternity model. For both models a phylogenetically corrected general linear model (PGLM; for details see the electronic supplementary material, appendix A), except for Papio cynocephalus which was missing; divergence time was taken to be the same as Papio hamadryas). The phylogenetic signal (A) was calculated directly from the model. Ovulation mode may not be phylogenetically independent and this may cause a phylogenetic signal in the dependent variable (e.g. McKechnie et al. 2006). To exclude that this was occurring, I ran a PGLM on single paternity for the Cervidae, as both modes of ovulation were represented in this dataset, and GLMs (i.e. without phylogenetic correction) for single paternity and alpha paternity. These results do not differ from the phylogenetically corrected results (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix C), indicating that any phylogenetic distribution of ovulation is not important in this dataset. All data were transformed to meet normality assumptions. Analyses were run on the statistical package ‘R’ v. 2.8.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing 2007) using a function written by K. Freckleton for the PGLM. I estimated effect sizes (correlation coefficient r, sensu Cohen 1988) and non-central confidence intervals (CI) from t-values obtained from PGLMs (Nakagawa & Cuthill 2007).

3. RESULTS

Single paternity was calculated for 23 species; six additional species had no multiple paternity and were not used in the analysis. Mean (± s.e.) single paternity was $84.0 ± 2.0\%$ (range 63.1–98.0%). Single paternity was negatively correlated with the frequency of multiple paternity (table 1). In addition, single
paternity was significantly higher in induced ovulators (table 1); induced ovulators sired a greater percentage of offspring in a litter (figure 1). Single paternity was not significantly related to the length of the mating season or litter size (table 1).

Alpha paternity was calculated for 36 species (x ± s.e. = 69.8 ± 4.4%, range 5.3–100%). Alpha paternity differed between association type, with continuously associated males (82.8 ± 3.9% of offspring sired) having higher paternity than intermittently associated males (49.5 ± 4.7%; table 1). Association type also interacted with ovulation mode; post hoc testing indicated differences between association types of spontaneous ovulators (PGLM ANOVA: F = 30.92, p < 0.001) but not induced ovulators (PGLM ANOVA: F = 0.30, p = 0.597; figure 2). In addition, intermittently association induced ovulators had higher alpha paternity than spontaneous ovulators (PGLM ANOVA F = 6.33, p = 0.026), but no difference was found for continuously associated males (PGLM ANOVA F = 1.64, p = 0.215; figure 2).

4. DISCUSSION

In accordance with predictions, there was a significant difference in the ability of males of induced and spontaneous ovulators to monopolize paternity. Males of induced ovulators sired a greater percentage of the litter than males of spontaneous ovulators, even in systems with high intrasexual competition. Ovulation mode is therefore an important variable modifying individual paternity across mammals.

Single paternity would be predicted to be higher in induced ovulators because the predictability of timing of the ova release for the first copulating male means that he would be expected to sire the majority of the litter. However, empirical evidence is mixed; for example, first-male precedence patterns in induced ovulating rodents vary between families (Storey et al. 1995; Ratkiewicz & Borkowska 2000; Waterman 2007). It is unclear why this variation should occur, but the copulatory mechanisms involved in inducing ovulation are species-specific, including the stimulation required to induce ovulation, e.g. intromission duration, number of intromissions (Bakker & Baum 2000). In addition, the time between copulation and ovulation varies considerably (Bakker & Baum 2000). So the ability of the first copulating male to stimulate ovulation or the opportunity for subsequent males to copulate successfully may vary. Even so, a single male generally sires a greater proportion of the offspring in a litter.

The pattern of association between males and females significantly affected alpha paternity (Clutton-Brock & Isvaran 2006; Cohas & Allainé 2009). Intermittently associated males were less able to monopolize paternity, but this pattern occurred for males of spontaneous, not induced, ovulators. An important determinant of alpha paternity is the ability of males to monopolize fertile females, typically through mate-guarding or by controlling male competitors (Brotherton & Komers 2003; Westneat & Stewart 2003). Tactics such as mate-guarding appear to be important for paternity monopolization in spontaneous ovulators, but less so in induced ovulators. Again this may be because, following copulation, the males of induced ovulators may be more certain of paternity than spontaneous ovulators.

It is unclear why females have evolved different modes of ovulation. It is thought that induced ovulation allows optimal gamete synchronization and assurance of fertilization, something that is important for solitary species (Conaway 1971;
Bakker & Baum 2000). However, induced ovulation occurs frequently in group-living species, suggesting this is unlikely to have driven its evolution. Induced ovulation decreases male intrasexual competition (Bakker & Baum 2000; Iossa et al. 2008) and high levels of male competition may hinder female mate choice (Wong & Candolin 2005). Induced ovulation may have evolved as one way of decreasing male intra-sexual competition, while at the same time acting as a post-copulatory selective mechanism, based on the level of stimulation (Larivière & Ferguson 2003). Despite these various hypotheses, the exact evolutionary selective forces determining ovulation mode are unclear. This represents an important aspect for future study, especially as ovulation mode has important downstream consequences for the reproductive patterns of both males and females.
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**Figure 1.** The relationship between single and multiple paternity, with induced (filled circles) and spontaneous (empty circles) ovulators shown. The regression line \( \gamma = -0.4591x + 99.006 \) is shown through all the data.

**Figure 2.** Box-plot of alpha paternity in relation to male–female association (CA, continuous association; IA, intermittent association) and ovulation mode.